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Abstract 

Multimedia is one of the most popular data shared in the Web, and the protection 
of it via encryption techniques is of vast interest. In this paper, a secure and 
computationally feasible Algorithm called Optimized Multiple Huffman Tables 
(OMHT) technique is proposed. OMHT depends on using statistical-model-based 
compression method to generate different tables from the same data type of 
images or videos to be encrypted leading to increase compression efficiency and 
security of the used tables. A systematic study on how to strategically integrate 
different atomic operations to build a multimedia encryption system is presented. 
The resulting system can provide superior performance over other techniques by 
both its generic encryption and its simple adaptation to multimedia in terms of a 
joint consideration of security, and bitrate overhead. The effectiveness and 
robustness of this scheme is verified by measuring its security strength and 
comparing its computational cost against other techniques. The proposed 
technique guarantees security, and fastness without noticeable increase in 
encoded image size. 
 
Keywords: Image encryption and compression, optimized multiple Huffman tables, OMHT performance 

analysis, computational cost analysis 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development of multimedia and network technologies, the security of multimedia 
becomes more and more important, since multimedia data are transmitted over open networks 
more and more frequently. Typically, reliable security is necessary to content protection of digital 
images and videos. Encryption schemes for multimedia data need to be specifically designed to 
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protect multimedia content and fulfill the security requirements for a particular multimedia 
application. For example, real-time encryption of an entire video stream using classical ciphers 
requires heavy computation due to the large amounts of data involved, but many multimedia 
applications require security on a much lower level, this can be achieved using selective 
encryption that leaves some perceptual information after encryption. 
 
As an important way of designing a secure video encryption schemes, secret Multiple Huffman 
Tables (MHT) have been suggested in some designs. The major advantage by using this kind of 
joint compression-encryption approach is that high compression ratio and high encryption degree 
can be achieved in one single step, which simplifies the system design and makes it flexible for 
some advanced multimedia processing [1] in addition to the reduction of time required to perform 
compression followed by encryption. After re-studies the security of multimedia encryption 
scheme based on secret Huffman tables, the present cryptanalysis shows presence of drawbacks 
in MHT technique.  
 
To overcome the drawbacks of MHT technique, a new scheme for more general and efficient 
secure multimedia transmission, OMHT, is proposed. OMHT depends on using statistical-model-
based compression method to generate different tables from a training set has the same data 
type as images or videos to be encrypted leading to increase compression efficiency and security 
of the used tables. Using known fixed tables in MHT technique generated by mutation (a method 
introduced in [1]) for compressing and encrypting images causes degradation in both 
compression ratio and security. We focus our research attention to enhancing multiple Huffman 
tables coding techniques. It is a challenging problem to verify joint consideration of security, 
bitrate overhead, and friendliness to delegate processing. Performance analysis of the newly 
proposed scheme OMHT shows that it can provide superior performance over both generic 
encryption and MHT in the security and compression. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows an overview of multimedia encryption 
techniques. A new proposed scheme, Optimized Multiple Huffman tables coding technique 
(OMHT) is described in section 3 with a detailed description for proposed adaptive quantization 
technique. Section 4 presents a performance analysis of the proposed scheme OMHT technique. 

The computational cost of the proposed technique is analyzed in section 5. Conclusion is 

given in section 6. 
 

2. OVERVIEW of MULTIMEDIA ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES 
When dealing with still images, the security is often achieved by using the naïve (traditional) 
approach to completely encrypt the entire image, traditional encryption, with a standard cipher [2] 
(DES, AES, IDEA, etc.). As shown in Fig. (1), assuming that the plaintext and the ciphertext are 
denoted by P and C, respectively, the encryption procedure in a cipher can be described as C = E 
Ke (P), where Ke is the encryption key and E(·) is the encryption function. Similarly, the 
decryption procedure is P =DKd (C), where Kd is the decryption key and D(·) is the decryption 
function When Ke = Kd, the cipher is called a private-key cipher or a symmetric cipher For 
private-key ciphers, the encryption-decryption key must be transmitted from the sender to the 
receiver via a separate secret channel. When Ke ≠ Kd, the cipher is called a public-key cipher or 
an asymmetric cipher. For public-key ciphers, the encryption key Ke is published, and the 
decryption key Kd is kept private, for which no additional secret channel is needed for key 
transfer. Ciphering the complete compressed file may result in excessive computational burden 
and power consumption at the decoder and perhaps even the server/ encoder. 
 
However, there are number of applications for which the naive based encryption and decryption 
represents a major bottleneck in communication and processing. Some recent works explored a 
new way of securing the content, named, partial encryption or selective encryption, soft 
encryption, perceptual encryption, by applying encryption to a subset of a bitstream. The main 
goal of selective encryption is to reduce the amount of data to encrypt while achieving a required 
level of security [3].  
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Figure 1: Traditional Encryption Techniques 
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FIGURE 2: Candidate Domains Used to Apply Encryption to Multimedia. 
 

According to Fig. 2, there are two straight forward places to apply generic encryption to 
multimedia. The first possibility is to encrypt multimedia samples before any compression, stages 
1 and 2, Qiao et al. [4] and Uehara and Safavi-Naini [5] are examples of pre-compression 
selective encryption. The main problem with this approach is that the encryption often significantly 
changes the statistical characteristics of the original multimedia source, resulting in much reduced 
compressibility. Cheng and Li, 2000. The wavelet-based compression algorithm SPIHT [6] is an 
example of post-compression encryption scheme, stage 4 and 5. Wu et al proposed encryption 
scheme based on encoding with multiple Huffman tables (MHT) used alternately in a secret order 
[1]; is an example of in-compression selective encryption stages 3, and 4. The encryption with 
reasonably high level of security and unaffected compression can be achieved simultaneously, 
requiring almost negligible additional overhead. One of the major advantages by using this kind of 
joint encryption-compression approach is that encryption and compression can be achieved in 
one single step, which simplifies the system design an makes it flexible for some advanced 
multimedia processing such as scalability and rate shaping.  
 
2.1. Multiple Huffman Tables (MHT) Technique 
The MHT algorithms [1][7]-[9], aiming to increase the model space while maintaining the 
computational efficiency, keep the structure of the Huffman tree but enlarge the model space 
through tree mutation. The procedure of the basic MHT algorithm is described as follows: 
 

Step1: Train four original Huffman trees from different sets of training data. e.g. Huffman table of 
the JPEG DC coefficients. 

 

Step2:  Based on the original trees, perform tree mutation, to create the whole Huffman tree 
space. 

 

Step3:  Randomly select m different tables from the space, and number them from 0 to m-1. 
 

Step4:  Generate a random vector P = {P0,P1,·· ,Pm-1} each p is an Integer ranging from 0 to m-1. 
 

Step5:  For the  i
th
 encountered symbol, use table Pi (modn) to encode it. 

 
MHT coding [1] makes use of standard coding tables. It is included in the final bit-stream for every 
image to be compressed. This approach presents disadvantages: 
 
1. Visual degradation: very high-visual degradation can be achieved. 
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2. Cryptographic security: Gillman and Rivest [10] showed that decoding a Huffman coded 
bitstream without any knowledge about the Huffman coding tables would be very difficult. 
However, the basic MHT is vulnerable to known and chosen plaintext attacks as pointed out 
in [11]. 

 
3. It writes all codes of the corresponding tables in the final bitstream even if only some of they 

were used to encode the associated events of the particular input image.  
 
4. It does not make use of any statistic about the distribution of the events of the image. 

To improve the security several kinds of enhanced MHT schemes have been proposed: 

• By inserting random bit in the encrypted bit stream or integrating with a stream cipher [8].  

• Recently another scheme via random rotation in partitioned bit streams has been 
reported [9]. 

 

3. OPTIMIZED MULTIPLE HUFFMAN TABLES (OMHT) 
OMHT compression-encryption technique is a modification to the MHT scheme; it generates 
different Huffman tables for each type of images instead of using fixed Huffman tables for all 
images as in MHT technique. The main advantage of using OMHT technique over other lossy 
compression technique is that it produces a much smaller compressed file than any compression 
method, while still meeting the advantage of encryption. Remove small, invisible parts, of the 
picture is based on an accurate understanding of how the human brain and eyes work together to 
form a complex visual system. As a result of these subtle reductions, a significant reduction in the 
resultant file size for the image sequences is achievable with little or no adverse effect in their 
visual quality. As shown in Fig. 3 OMHT process takes two parallel paths A, and B, so it takes no 
additional time to add encryption to the compressed bitstream as both traditional and selective 
encryption techniques.  
 
3.1. The Procedure of Compressing the Original Image  
As shown in Fig. 3 (path A), The input NxM image is first converted into single vector by 
concatenating successive rows beside each other to form a long row that contains all the image 
pixels using matrix to vector converter. This vector is exposed to DCT to transform the image 
from spatial domain into frequency domain in which energy of the image information is 
concentrated in a few number of coefficients. The output of the DCT process is a vector that has 
the same length of the image (number of pixels in the image), but with many values approximated 
to zeros. After applying the DCT the output coefficients are arranged in a descending order 
according to its energy content. The energy content of the coefficients is summed from the 
beginning of the vector and toward the end till a specific energy percentage (EP) of the image 
energy is reached. Those coefficients that carry EP energy percent are chosen to be transmitted 
and the rest coefficients are neglected since they carry only very small energy that will not affect 
the visual quality of the recovered image. This EP value depends on image characteristics and it 
can be varied to achieve the desired compression ratio and the signal to noise ratio according the 
application: As we decrease the EP value, a higher compression ratio is obtained with slightly 
lower signal to noise ratio. Now the number of the transmitted coefficients (Tc) becomes very 
small. The reduced coefficients vector returned back to the spatial domain using IDCT to be 
processed by an efficient quantizer. 
 
The proposed Least Probable Coefficients Approximation (LPCA) quantizer as shown in Fig. 4(a) 
and its flowchart in Fig. 4(b) reduces the output values of the IDCT by calculating their occurrence 
probabilities. The IDCT coefficients are arranged in a descending order according to their 
probabilities in a vector. The desirable quantization levels are taken as the most probable 
coefficients from the beginning of the arranged vector; if the required CR and SNR are achieved 
by transmitting only four quantization levels, those quantization levels are the first four coefficients 
in the arranged vector. The probability of the last QL is called neglecting probability (NP). 
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FIGURE 3: Optimized Multiple Huffman Table (OMHT) Coding System 
 
All coefficients with probability less than Np are approximated to the nearest quantization level in 
value. This technique is irreversible; this means that the dequantized values can’t be turned back 
to their original values leading to quantization losses. The quantization procedures are 
summarized as follows:  
 

• IDCT coefficients are arranged in a descending order according to their probabilities in a 
vector. 

 

• The desirable n quantization levels are taken as the n most probable coefficients from the 
beginning of the arranged vector. 

 

• The probability of the last QL is called neglecting probability (NP).  
 

• All coefficients with probability less than Np are approximated to the nearest quantization level 
in value. The proposed quantization reduces number of transmitted values but not the number 
of transmitted coefficients.  

 
 
After the transmitted values are reduced by quantization, each quantized level is assigned a 
codeword using Huffman encoder that enables representing an image in a more efficient way with 
smallest memory for storage or transmission. Huffman coding is used to code the quantized 
values statistically according to their probability of occurrences. Short code words are assigned to 
highly probable values and long code words to less probable values.  The average number Lavg of 
bits required to represent a symbol is defined as, 
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Where, rk is the discrete random variable for k=1,2,…L with associated probabilities P(rk). The 
number of bits used to represent each value of rk is I(rk). The number of bits required to 
represent an image is calculated by number of symbols multiplied by Lavg [9].  
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FIGURE 4: (a) Block Diagram of LPCA Quantizer (b) LPCA flowchart 
 

3.2. Procedure of Preparing and Using the OMHT Tables  

Following is the procedure of preparing and using the optimized multiple Huffman tables and how 
it is used to both encode and encrypt images as shown in Fig. 3 (path B). 

Step 1: images training set are divided into L datasets. Each dataset's images have the same 
properties. 

Step 2: each dataset contains N images. 

Step3: The input image compared to datasets to select the dataset that has the same properties. 

 Step4: randomly choose M subsets each subset contains K images from the dataset. 
Concatenate all images of each subset and calculates the pixels probabilities. Then draw 
Huffman tree and find the Huffman table contains the different pixels' values and their 
associated variable codewords. Now we have M different tables to be used. 

Step5: Tables are saved at each decoder, and the order by which the tables are generated and 
used is kept secret. 

Step6: Number the generated M tables from 0 to M-1. 

Step7: Generate a random vector P (the secret order) its length equal to the length of image 
under consideration.  Each element value in P ranges from 0 to M-1. 

 Step8: For the ith encountered symbol (coefficient to be encoded), use table P i(mod n) to 
encode it. 
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4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS of OMHT 
For performance evaluation, the following experiments measure the compression performance 
and encryption strength of OMHT using test images that contains gray and colored images. The 
compression performance of OMHT is analyzed by calculating the compression ratio (CR), 
number of bits per symbol (BPP), the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), and the mean square 
error (MSE). A comparison between the proposed scheme based on generating tables based on 
statistical modeling of large dataset for each types of images, and a compression using fixed 
predetermined encoding tables, JPEG standard,  on which the MHT technique based on done to 
show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in compression. The encryption strength of the 
OMHT is tested and compared with other encryption techniques.  
 
The achieved compression ratio can be calculated from the following equation: 

compressed

original
CR =

 
 
Where the original is the size of the original image and the compressed is the size of the Huffman 
encoder output compressed bitstream. Calculate the bit per pixel (BPP) is defined as: 

P

B
BPP =

 
Where P is the total number of pixels in an image and B is the total number of transmitted bits for 
this image. As a measure of reconstructed image quality, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in 
dB is used, this is defined as follows:  

MSE
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Both mean square error (MSE) and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for an nXn image are 
calculated from the following equations:  
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Where,  α[i,j] and  β[i,j] denote the original and decoded levels of the pixel [i,j] in the image, 
respectively. A larger PSNR value means that the encoded image preserves the original image 
quality better. 
 
Experiment 1 uses lossy OMHT to encrypt and compress the Lena image. It gives the ability to 
control the compression ratio and peak signal to noise ratio by either change number of QL while 
the amount of Tc is constant, or changing the amount of Tc while number of QL is constant. 
 
As shown in Table 1, and Fig. 5, and 6, while the number of quantization levels is constant at 
q=128 and the amount of transmitted DCT’s coefficients changes from Tc=98.5% of the image 
energy to Tc= 99.9%. As Tc increases, the CR decreases providing an increase in PSNR. 
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(a)  Original Image       (b) Decoded for TC=99.9%   (c) Decoded for TC= 99.6% (d) Decoded for TC=99.4% 

 
(e) Decoded forTC=99.2% (f) Decoded for TC= 99% (g) Decoded for TC= 98.8% (h) Decoded for TC=98.5% 

 

FIGURE 5: The Effect of Reducing Number of Transmitted Coefficients on Image Visual 
Degradation 

 

 Tc=99.9% Tc=99.6% Tc=99.4% Tc=99.2% Tc=99% Tc=98.8% Tc=98.5% 

CR 2.8179 7.0518 10.860 15.252 20.612 26.936 38.973 

BPP 2.8390 1.1345 0.7366 0.5245 0.3881 0.2970 0.2074 

PSNR34.032 28.744 26.7053 25.929 24.794 24.065 23.125 

MSE 20.848 94.222 116.673 179.287 200.80 290.092 360.09 

SNR 26.947 21.669 19.6207 18.8446 17.719 16.9809 16.040 

  
 

TABLE 1: Compression Performance of Applying OMHT with Different Number of Transmitted 
Coefficients 
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(a) Variation of CR with Varying Tc              (b) Variation of PSNR with Varying Tc 

 
FIGURE 6:  The Effect of Reducing OMHT Number of Tc on CR, and PSNR 

 
OMHT provides the ability to maintain Tc constant and varies the number of QL. As shown in 
Table 2, and Fig. 7, and 8, while the amount of transmitted coefficients is constant at Tc=99.5% 
and the number of quantization levels changes from using four quantization levels to using 256 
quantization levels. As the number of quantization levels increases, the compression ratio 
decreases providing an increase in peak signal to noise ratio.  
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(a) Original Image      (b) Decoded for q=256    (c) Decoded for q=128 (d) Decoded for q=64 

 
(e) Decoded for q=32      (f) Decoded for q=16   (g) Decoded for q=8    (h) Decoded for q=4 

 
FIGURE 7:  The Effect of Reducing Number of Quantization Levels on Image Visual Degradation 

 

 Q=4 Q=8 Q=16 Q=32 Q=64Q=128 Q=256 

CR 24.0818.43715.99 13.25 11.45 10.49 10.14 

BPP 0.3320.43390.500 0.604 0.699 0.762 0.789 

PSNR22.0923.29524.42 26.14 27.59 27.75 27.92 

MSE 382.2305.51222.2 119.67102 98.12 80.94 

SNR 15 16.21 17.33 19.06 20.5 20.66 20.84 

 
 

 
TABLE 2: Compression Performance of Applying OMHT with Different QL on Lena Image 
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(a) Variation of CR with Varying QL                 (b) Variation of PSNR with Varying QL 

 
FIGURE 8: The Effect of Reducing OMHT Number of Quantization Levels on CR, And PSNR 

 
Experiment 2 compares the compression performance of lossy OMHT with that of lossy JPEG 
technique to prove that the proposed technique adds security without affecting the compression 
ratio or the PSNR. Table 3 provides a comparison of CR between OMHT, and JPEG at Different 
BPP on Lena Image, while Table 4 provides a comparison of PSNR between OMHT, and JPEG 
at Different BPP on Lena Image. From Tables 3 and 4 it is obvious that using lossy OMHT 
technique provides higher PSNR and storage space and transmission bandwidth required than 
JPEG especially at low bitrates.  
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    BPP      OMHT JPEG 
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      39 39.01 
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TABLE 3: Comparison of CR between OMHT, and JPEG at Different BPP on Lena Image 

BPP OMHT JPEG 
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TABLE 4: Comparison of PSNR between OMHT, and JPEG at Different BPP on Lena Image 
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FIGURE 9: CR of both OMHT technique          FIGURE 10:  PSNR of both OMHT technique and 

                   and JPEG for Lena image                               JPEG for Lena image 
 
Fig. 9 shows that both OMHT technique and JPEG technique have nearly the same compression 
levels at the same number of bits per pixel for Lena image. Fig. 10 shows that PSNR of OMHT 
technique is higher and more stable at low bitrate than that of JPEG for Lena image.                                
 
Experiment 3 measures the encryption strength performance of the proposed OMHT technique, 
colored football image in RGB (288x352x3) shown in Fig. 11(a) with its histogram shown in Fig. 
11(b) is compressed and encrypted using the OMHT uses multiple Huffman tables, generated 
from a large set of training images that have the same type of the test image used in a secret 
order (secret key).  Fig. 11(c) and 11(d) shows the test image and its histogram after decoding it 
with another technique as JPEG. While Fig. 11(e) and 11(f) shows the test image and its 
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histogram after decoding it with OMHT technique and the same encoding tables but without 
knowing the secret order (secret key). It is obvious that OMHT provides high perceptual security 
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(a) Original Image                         (b) Histogram of Original Image 
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(c) Decoded image with JPEG(PSNR=5dB)      (d) Histogram of decoded Image by JPEG 
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(e) Decoded with OMHT wrong key (PSNR=5.7dB)   (f) Histogram of decoded Image by OMHT 

 
FIGURE 11: The Effect of Decoding Football Image without the Secret Order 

 
Fig.12 shows the perceptual performance comparison between OMHT and other different 
encryption techniques used to encrypt Lena image. Fig.12(a) shows the original Lena image, 
Fig.12(b) shows the decoded image that was encrypted by OMHT, Fig.12(c) shows the decoded 
image that was encrypted by building a three level pyramid and encrypting the lowest resolution 
plus the first residual (HP Mode 30% encryption), Fig.12 (d) shows the decoded image that was 
encrypted by encrypting only the DC coefficients with the first AC coefficient of each block (SS 
Mode 30%), Fig.12 (e) shows the decoded image that was encrypted by scrambling the DC 
coefficients and one bitplane or three bitplanes (MM Mode 30%), Fig.12(f) shows the decoded 
image that was encrypted by encrypting the most significant bits of all coefficients (SA Mode 
30%), Figs.2.band3.b clearly show that there can be still information left in the unencrypted parts 
of the data after selective encryption has been applied, Fig.12 (g) shows the decoded image that 
was Encrypted by Run-length, Fig.12 (h) Encrypted by sign bit encryption, Fig.12 (i) shows the 
decoded image that was Encrypted by band permutation(10 bands), Fig.12(j) shows the decoded 
image that was encrypted by bitplane permutation(n=6), Fig.12(k) shows the decoded image that 
was encrypted by bitplane permutation (n=7), and Fig.12(l) shows the decoded image that was 
encrypted by MHT. It is obvious that the PSNR of the decoded image that is encrypted by OMHT 
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is smaller than it is in all other techniques. So, the perceptual security strength of the OMHT 
technique is higher than other techniques. 
 

             
(a)                                             (b)                                       (c) 

          
(d)                                          (e)                                      (f) 

           
(g)                                      (h)                                    (i) 

     
(j)                                     (k)                                         (l) 

 
FIGURE 12: The Effect of Decoding Lena Image Encrypted with Different Techniques by JPEG: 

(a) Original Image, (b) Encrypted by OMHT(PSNR=4.8 dB), (c) Encrypted by HP Mode 
(PSNR=14.7 dB), (d) Encrypted by SS Mode(PSNR=14.2 dB), (e) Encrypted by MM Mode 
(PSNR=6.2 dB), (f) Encrypted by SA Mode(PSNR=6.4 dB), (g) Encrypted by Run-length 

(PSNR=6.5 dB), (h) Encrypted by sign bit encryption (PSNR=6.1 dB), (i) Encrypted by band 
permutation(10 bands) (PSNR=7.23 dB) (j) Encrypted by bitplane permutation (n=6) (PSNR=13.8 

dB), (k) Encrypted by bitplane permutation (n=7) (PSNR=9.18 dB), (l) Encrypted by MHT 
(PSNR=6.4 dB), 
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5. COMPUTATIONAL COST ANALYSIS 
The evaluation of the computational speed of ciphers usually consists of the analysis of the key-
setup cost, the encryption cost and the decryption cost [16]. The encryption and the decryption 
costs are usually similar, and they are more important than the key-setup cost because one 
single key-setup can often be followed by thousands of encryption/decryption operations. In the 
following, we analyze these costs of our OMHT encryption scheme, and compare them with those 
of MHT and modern ciphers. 
 
a) Key-Setup cost: The key-setup process includes all the computation and memory allocation 
operations prior to actual encryption of the first bit in the plaintext. The computational cost of 
OMHT key-setup is dominated by the construction of optimized multiple Huffman tables, 
generation of the secret order by which those tables are used, and comparing the test image with 
datasets. OMHT takes about 10 operation per table generation, single operation for secret key 
generation, and L operation for comparison. The total number of operations equal 10XMXL+1+L, 
where L, M is number of datasets and number of subsets respectively. For L=4, M=20, the net 
Key-Setup cost =805 operations. For MHT technique it takes 20 operations per table entry, the 
total cost would be 20xtxm, where t and m are the table size and the number of selected tables, 
respectively. For the example of JPEG dc coefficient encryption as shown in the previous 
subsection, the key-setup cost would be around 2000 operations ( t=13 and m=8 ).Compared 
with the ciphers listed in Table 6,the key-setup cost of OMHT encryption is much smaller than 
MHT and other ciphers. 
 
b) Encryption/Decryption cost: The net computational cost of the OMHT is the same as the 
basic MHT-encryption scheme [1] is less than one CPU operation per encrypted bit as explained 
below. When a symbol is to be encoded with a normal Huffman coder, the shift amount is added 
to the base address of the table to obtain the address of the desired Huffman code. This process 
is illustrated in Fig.13 (a). In the basic MHT system, we store the base addresses of the tables in 
a cyclic queue according to the order that they are used. When a symbol is to be 
encoded/encrypted, the base address is first loaded from the memory, and then the shift-amount 
is added to it. Afterwards, the index to the cyclic queue of base addresses should be increased by 
one. Then, the index should be compared with the end of the queue in order to decide whether it 
should be reset to the beginning of the queue. Therefore, the computational difference between 
our cipher/encoder and a normal Huffman coder is one memory-load, one addition and one 
comparison operation for each symbol encoded. The encoding process of the proposed 
cipher/encoder is shown in Fig.13 (b). Since each symbol in the original data usually corresponds 
to more than 3 bits in the Huffman bitstream, then encryption cost of our algorithm is less than 
one CPU operation per encrypted bit, which is around 20 times smaller than the well-known AES 
as listed in Table 6. 
 
Recently, a new cryptographic cipher named COS [18] with a very fast speed is gaining 
popularity. It is around 4–5 times faster than AES. Compared to COS, the encryption cost of 
OMHT is still several times smaller. 
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TABLE 6: Computational Costs of AES Finalists on a Pentium-MMX Machine. The Figures in 
This Table are Translated from [17] by Assuming Two CPU Instructions are Executed in Every 

Clock Cycle in a Pentium-MMX CPU 

 
(a) (b) 
 

FIGURE 13: (a) Normal Huffman Coder Adds the Shift Amount to the Base address of the Table 
to Obtain the Address of the Desired Huffman Code. (b) OMHT Loads the Base Addresses of 
Huffman Tables from a Cyclic Queue, and the Index to the Queue is Increased by One After 

Coding of Each Symbol. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The experiments’ results reveal that the proposed OMHT technique achieves better compression 
and security performance than that of MHT, and JPEG Image Compression Standard especially 
at low bitrate. The OMHT scheme provides 
 

• High security: resistance against various types of attacks, including the ciphertext-only 
attack and the known/chosen plaintext attack[19]. 

• Low encryption cost: the encryption cost not exceed very small portion of the total 
computation cost of compression  

• No harm to the compression ratio: The increase of the final bit stream size due to 
encryption is not higher than 0.5% of the original coded bitstream. 

• Joint compression-encryption OMHT technique achieves both high security and compression 
performance in one single step, which simplifies the system design and reduces time required 
to perform compression followed by encryption.  

• Since images have different statistics, using the same fixed JPEG standard predefined 
coding tables as suggested in MHT technique will not be effective in encoding all image and 
video types. 
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• The OMHT method obtains better performance in terms of storage space use and more 
stable peak signal to noise ratio than that of JPEG in encoding an image with small and great 
gray-level variations among adjacent pixels. 

• Receivers haven't the secret order cannot decode the encoded images successfully. 

• Further, the proposed new compression-encryption technique could be applied on any source 
data, not only images, which uses Huffman coding to achieve better compression ratio. 
Therefore, the proposed technique will be suitable for compression of text, image, and video 
files.   
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